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By Dean R. Chapman >

SwMMKKY

A preliminary theoretical and experimental investigation has been

made of the supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of blunt-tmilin -edge

&airfoils. Calculations of the drag of a family of airfoils with f ‘”te

tmiling-edge thiclmess are presented for various values of the btie pres-

sure. Theoretical expressions for the lift, pitching moment, and msximum

lift-drag ratio are developed using the Busemann second-order theory for

two-tiensional supersonic flow. In order to compare the theoretical

estimates with experimental data, measurements were taken of the lift and

drag on wings of various airfoil sections at Mch numbers of 1.5 and 2.0

and at Reynolds numbers varying from 0.2 to 1.2 million. Rectangular

plan forms with an aspect ratio of.4 and a thickness ratio of either 10

or 9.1 percent were used throughout the experiments.

The experimental findings are in accord with the theoretical consid-

erations in indicating a decrease in profile drag and an increase in lift-

curve slope for properly designed airfoils with moderately blunt trailing

edges. As compared to a 10-percent-thick double-wedge airfoil.of equal

section modulus, reductions in profile drag of 15 to 31 percent have been

measured in the ~ch nuniberand Reynolds nuniberrange investigated. As

compared to sharp-trailing-edgeairfoils in general, the qertiental

results showed an increase in lift-curve slope of 17 percent for a 10-

percent-thick airfoil with the max5mum thickness located at the tmiling

edge.

The minimum drag of blunt-trailing-edge airfoils depends to a large

extent on the profile shape near the trailing edge. As a result, the

improper design of a blunt-trailing-edge airfoil may lead to an increase

in minimum drag coefficient. It is shown that, in such cases, the maximum

‘Supersedes recently declassified NACA RM A9H11.by Dean R. Chapman,

1949. Subsequent papers related to this resesrch are NACA Report 1063

entitled “Airfoil Rrofiles for Minimum Pressure Drag at Supersonic Veloci-

ties - General Anslysis With Application to Linearized Supersonic Flow,”

by Dean R. Chapman and NACA TN 3504 entitled “Effect of Trailing-Edge

Thickness on Lift at Supersonic Velocities,” by Dean R. Chapman and

Robert H. Kester, 1952 (formerly NACARMA52D17).
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is not necessarily reduced since the lift-curve slope may .

improved to more than compensate for a small increase in

to be followed b designing airfoils with lower drag and

hnproved structural.characteristics are briefly discussed tilight of the

present results and existing knowledge about base pressure in two-

dimensional flow. It is concluded that in many cases the combined struc-

tural and aerodynamic advantages offered by blunt-trail.ing-edgeairfoils

t their use as a practical wing section.are sufficient to warran

INTRODUCTION

The first experimental measurements at supersonic velocities of the

aerodynamic characteristics of a blunt-trailing-edge airfoil appear to

have been made in 1933 by Busemann e.ndWalchner (reference 1). Zn this

supersonic wind-tunnel investigation “awedge airfoil was included among

the various profiles tested. Since a symmetrical sharp-trailtig-edge

airfoil of comparable thickness was not included among the profiles
“

investigated, very little information about the relative drag of sharp-

and blunt-trafling-edge airfoils can be obtained from these esrly experi-

ments. Both the theoretical.and experimental results of this investiga-

tion showed, however, that the wedge airfoil produces a greater lift-curve

slope than sharp-trailing-edge airfoils.

Subsequent to the work of Busemamn and Walchner, and.prior to the

relatively recent investigation of Eggers (reference 2), practically no

experimental data have been published on the characteristics of airfoils

with blunt trailing edges. The investigation of reference 2 was concerned

with the behavior of such airfo.tisat subsonic, rather than supersonic,

free-stream velocities. The results showed that airfoils with maximum

thickness located close to the trailing edge have remarkably good lift

characteristics at subsonic supercritical velocities, but have undesir-

ably high drag coefficients throughout most of the subsonic speed range.

The high drag at low subsonic speeds has been Immm for many years and

explains why very little attention”has been paid in the past to the possi-

bilities of blunt-trailing-edge airfoils.

At supersonic speeds there is no reason to presume that an sirfoil

with moderately blunt trailing edge will have higher drag than an airfoil

with a sharp trailing edge-. On the basis of an estimate made in refer-

ence 3 of the base pressure in two-dimensional flow, it has been concluded

that the opposite, in fact, is probably more often closer to the truth. In

this reference it was pointed out that the use of properly chosen airfoil

sections having a blunt trailing edge would substanti~y decrease the

pressure drag of the airfoil contour forward of the base, but Wotid not

necessarily introduce excessive base drag if the boundary layer near the

trailing edge were relatively thick compared to the base height. The

approximate numerical calculations given therein indicated that in some

cases a properly designed blunt-trailing-edge airfoil could have from

20- to 30-percent lower ~rofi,ledrag than a corresponding airfoil with

.— — —.
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a sharp trqiling edge. The present experimental

conducted in view of the possibilities suggested

Consequently, the pr3mary purpose of the present

3

investigation has been

by these csl.culations.

investigation is to

determine experimentally if a properly designed airfoil with mmlerately

blunt trailing edge can have lower profile drag at supersonic velocities

than a corresponding sharp-trailingyedgeairfoil. Two additional purposes

of the present report are: (1) to discuss qualitatively some of the

more 3mportant parameters that are expected to affect the drag of blunt-

trail.ing-edgeairfoils, and (2) to make a cursory examination of the lift,

lift-drag ratio, and pitching-mment characteristics of these airfoils in

supersonic flow.

In practical ap@.ications, the many structural and aerodynamic factors

which affect the selection of an airfoil are far too diverse to allow all-

inclusive statements to be made about the superiority of one profile shape

over another. Even if a selection is mide on the basis of drag considera-

tions slone without regard to lift, moment, or lift-drag ratio, then the

optimum airfoil will vary with the particular structural criterion govern-

ing a given design. Notwithstanding these complications, certain simpli-

fied criteria for making drag comparisons can be used which closely repre-

sent a few of the numerous practical applications and apprmdmately repre-

sent many others. The simplified criterion of equal section modulus is

primarily used in this report, although in a few cases comparisons are

made on the basis of equal thickness ratio. In most practical cases the

actusl drag reduction obtainable is believed to be greater than that indi-

cated by the criterion of’equal thickness ratio, since the structural

properties of blunt-trailing-edge airfoils are generally superior to those

of conventional sections.

It is emphasized that the airfoil shapes investigated in these pre-

liminary tests aim solely at demonstrating certati principles, and’do not

aim at providing a near optimum airfoil section. The comparisons given

herein attempt to illustmte only the approximate _tude of drag reduc-

tion”that may be.possible in some cases. In considering the general.possi-

bilities of blunt-trailing-edge airfoils as practical wing sections, the

structural characteristicsmust always be kept in mind. Moreover, in

viewing the experimental results of this investigation it should be remem-

bered that future research undoubtedly

lower drag while still maintaining the

foil sections.

A cross-sectional

c airfoil chord

SYMBOLSm

wild.provide means of achieving

structural advantages of these air-

NOTNI’ION

area of airfoil profile lJ (
1

YU+Y2)~
o

cd section drag coefficient
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section drag coefficient (profile iag at zero lift)

friction drag coefficient

pressure drag coefficient at zero lift for section forward

of base (wave drag)

section lift coefficient

section pitchtng+mnent coefficient taken about midchord

position

increment h profile drag for a given thickness ratio

ticrement in profile drag for a given section modulus

wing drag coefficient

minimum wing drag coefficient

wing lift coefficient
●.

constants appearing in Busemann second+rder airfoil theory

trailing~dge thiclmess

maxlmm lif-ag ratio

Mach number

local st@ic pressure

/ P - Pm\

()
pressuxe coefficient —

>=U=2

base pressure coefficient for vacuum

()
*

m

Rw.wlw nuniber

maximumthickness of airfoil

.
velocity

airfoil abscissa

airfoil ordinate

—–—
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a angle of attack

‘P airfoil trailing-edge angle, measured between chord line and

airfoil tangent ltie at the base

Y ratio of specific heats (1.&OO for air)

~ “ ratio of trailing~dge thickness to msximumthiclmess (h/t)

0 local angle of inclination of element on atifoil.surface

measued relative to the free+tream ~ection

P mass density

b

u

2

m

Ehibscripts

base of atifoil

upper mmface of airfoil

lower surface of airfoil

free stream

TIIECEUEi!ICALANALYSIS

General Consideations
. .

The high drag of blunt-trailing+dge airfoils at very low Mach

numbers is easily explained from existing kmwledge of subsonic flows.

At these low velocities the minimum drag of a well-designed atrfoil
consists primarily of skin friction. Any increase in trailing-edge
thickness will not significantly alter the skin friction, but will

increase the total drag through the addition of base drag and through

the elimination of some of the pressure recovery normally obtained over

the resr portion of a conventional airfoil. TINIS,the use~ess of

blunt-trailing-edge sections appears to be restricted to applications

where a low drag at subsonic speeds is not of importance.

At supersonic speeds an increase in trailing+dge thickness will

not necessarily lead to a drag increase, as some simple physical consid–

erations will show. Before presenting these considerations,though, it

will be advantageous to clarify one particular concept. me@@ this
report the shape of a blunt-trailing+dge airfoil will be thought of

qualitatively as being formed from a shar@railing-edge airfoil by

increasing the trail~dge thickness while maintatiing the same chord

length, rather than by simply cutt~ off the trailtig edge. This latter

viewpoint (removjngprt of the trailhg edge) would needlessly complicate
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matters because of the accmpmying

which force coefficients are based.
changes in the reference area on

.

A Clrmbl=edge airfoil aud a correspondingblunt-trailing-edge a-

foil of equal chord are illustrated in figure 1. For simplicity, a

common angle is used between all flat surfaces of the blunt-trailin~d.ge

airfoil and the chord line. In comparison with a double=wedge airfoil of
the same t~ckness ratio, the surfaces of the airfoil with a thick trail–

~ edge are inclined at a &maller angle with respect to the chord line,

thereby reducing the pressure drag of the profile centour forward of the

base. On the.other hand, it is apparent that considerablebase drag may
be introduced by employlng a blunt trailing edge. Since the skin+’riction
drag is essentially the same for blunt- and sharp-trai~dge airfoils,

it follows that the profile drag till be lowered if the increase in base

drag is less than the afore+nentioned reduction in pressure drag.

It will be illustrative to consider a particular example in order to
demonstrate that, in certiaincases at least, the profile drag csn be

reduced by increasQ the trailing+dge thickness. A comparison of the
drag of a lo-percen=thick double+redge airfoil and a l~percent thick

.

wedge airfoil at a Mach number of 5 will serve to establish this petit.

By employing the customary shock—expns ion method to calculate the wav+

drag components of these two profiles, emd by making the obviously CON

servative assumption that a vacuum exists at the base of the wedge, the

following drag coefficients are oktained:

Airfoil
Have &ag of profile Base Profile

forward of base drag drag

Double wedge 0.0091 0 0.0091 + Cdf

Wedge(lhn.t trailing .0024 .0057 ,0081 + Cdf
edge) (vacuum at base)

This simQle example showing lower drag for the wedge airfoil clearly

illustrates two facts: First, at relatively high Mach nwibers the CO-

ventional doubl~edge section is not the optimum section for a given

t~chess ratio, and, second, the use of a bl~t ~ail~ e~e C= reduce

profile drag by a substantial amount in this Mach nuniberremge. By using

a more tidirect method and by considering the characteristics at a Mach

nuriberof 8, these ssme two results have previously been pointed out by

Ivey b reference 4.

If the above calculation were performed for an atifoil with thickness
ratio nmch less than l&percent or for a Ma&h number much less than 5~ then

the overly crude approximateion of a Vacuw at the base wOtia tndicate a
.

higher drag for the wedge profile. In order for the use of a thick trail-

edge to reduce the profile drag of thinner airfoils, or of airfoils h the

lower supersonicMach nuder rsmge, the base drag must necessarily be con- “

siderably less than that represented by a vacuum.

-...
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CalcuJ-ati’3nof Profile Drag for Vexious

Base Pressure Coefficients

Because very little is known about the base pressure in two-

dimensional flow, the subsequent theoretical analysis will consist

primarily of calculat~ the drag reduction that is possible for various

base pressure coefficients. By comparing these results with the small

amount of experimental data that are available, some indication can be

obtained of the actual profile4rag reductions that may be expected.

In order to obtain a simple expression for the wave drag of the

profile forward of the base, the linearized supersede airfoil theory

will be employed at present. If desired, a slightly more ref~ed drag

analysis could be made by using the conventional second+rder theory of

Busemann. Such an analysis, however, is not necessary for drag calcu-

lations since the drag coefficients of blunt- and sharp-trail&&edge

airfoils cliffer even when only first+rder terms are considered. The

local pressure coefficient is then

7

P =c~a (1)

where

“c= ‘*

(2)

and 0, the local angle of inclination, is measured positive for elements

facing the oncoming wind. The particular airfoil sections that will be

used in the drag calculations consist of straigh% ide symmetrical cow

tours, as illustrated in figure 1. At present only conditions at zero

angle of attack will be considered, so that by symmetry Ou = ~ = -%Z

and the pressure drag of the contour forward of the base becomes

cdw=2c1J’(z)’‘G)
The profile drag is the sum of the base

pressure drag of the profile forward of

thiclmess ratio t/c and trailing-edge

drag from equation (3) becomes

(3)

drag, skin-friction drag, and

the base. For an airfoil of
thickness h ~ qt, the pressure

and the profile drag is

.

(4)

. -.—. —-.—— .— .— ~ —— — .—— ——. — .. ————
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(5)

Here a *US si~ is needed for the term ~vol~ ‘b sfice a negative

value of Ph corresponds to positive base drag. Equation (5) assumes

that the flow does not separate at -y point forwerd of the base. The

subscripts 1 and 2 will be used to denote the d~le-wedge and the blunt-

trailing-dge airfoil, respectively. It follows from equation (5) that

~ (t=/c)2

“== m + c%’

and

c%=‘2*)2*+c%’-%:

(6)

(7) .

The fractional difference ti drag between the two airfoils is defined as

ACd c& – cd=
—~ (8)
cdl cdl

With this defhition, negative values of &d correspond to a decrease in

profile drag of the blunt-trailing-edge airfoil as compsred to the double-

wed-geairfoil. If the MO airfoils (fig. 1) sre compered on the basis of

equal thiclmess ratio >=tl=t and, if it is assumed that c% = c%=,

then substitution of equations (6) and (7) tnto (8) yields
1

The mibscript t indicates that the thiclmess ratio is

airfoils. If the afifoils are compred on the basis of

‘ 2-
mod~us >2 = tl — ~ equation (8) becomes

233

(9)

the same for both

equal.section

—
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(Acd),

cdl

‘+-mTF-

be seen from equations (9) and (10) that the value

the greatest reduction in profile drag will depend

(lo)

of 1-j

Onlyon

the parsmeter
**

Hence, the magnitude of the drag reduc-

tion TzIJ3increase if the product !~l _ is decreased, or if the
thickness ratio t/c is increased. The vacuum pressure coefficient

Pbv and the product ~ ~&= are shcmn in figure 2 as a function of

the Mach number. The maximum drag reductions possible in comparison to a
lo-percent-thickdoublewedge airfoil have been calculated for ~/I&=O,

~/4, 1/2> 3/4, and 1, and for Cdf=().0028. This value of the s-

friction coefficient corresponds to laminar flm at a Reynolds number of
1 million. The results are shown in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 repre

sents the case of equal thickness ratio, and figure 4 the case of equal

section ~ati~. For each curve in these figures the corresponding range
of ~ is indicated. Beyond a Mach number of about 2 the value of q

producing the greatest drag reduction increases as the Mach number is

increased, and decreases as the base drag is increased. Moreover, for a

fixed value of q the greatest drag reductions are obtained at rela-

tively This is to be expected since the quantity

h l=$:~~skth ficre-@ Mach nuniber,as shown in figure 2.
‘lhw, the greater drag reduction at high Mach numbers is explained

qualitativelyby the fact that under the assumed conditions the base drag

coefficient decreases more rapidly with increasing Mach nuniberthan does

the pressure drag coefficient of the airfoil contour forward of the base.

It should be remembered that in an actual case the ratio ~/~

probably will change considerably as the Mach nuniberis changed.

llromthe curves in figure 4 it is appmnt that, for airfoils of

approximately Io-percenkthiclmess ratio, significant reductions in

drag can be achieved, provided the ratio ~/~v is less than about

one-half at Mach numbers near 1.5, or le,ssthm about thre~f ourths at

Mach numbers near 2.5, At Mach nunibersnear and beyond about 4, appre-

ciable drag reductions can be achieved for these relatinly thick a-.

foils even if a vacuum exists at the base. The experimental measurements

of references 1, 5, and 6 indicate a value of appraximate~ 0.6 for the

ratio &/+. These tests, however, were conducted in the low supel-

~onic Mach nuniberrange on wedge airfoils with predominately laminar

boundary layers @ich ~re relatively thin compared to the thictiess

of the traildng edge. If the boundary layer were very thick compared

to the trailing%dge thiclmess, then the base drag would have been

virtually zero. Hence, by using a moderate amount of bluntness it is

—- — — .._ _____ —________ —.— -— —-— ——. . .
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to be

0.6.

expected that the ratio m/~v ca be held c~i*rab- bel~

It is concluded.,therefore, that the proper use of a blunt trailbg

edge on lo-percen%thick airfoils will.enable drag reductions to be

achieved h the low range as well as in the high range of supersonic

Mach nunibeI%.

For thimner airfoils the preceding conclusion is still valid,

although the percentage drag reductions are less for a given base ressure

coefficient. rThus, for airfoils of >percen*thickness ratio, Pb mv

would have to be a little less than on+f ourth in order to achieve the

same percentage

?

reduction that is possible for lo-percent-thick

airfoils with a ~ hv of one-half. Experiments are needed to answer

the question of whether or not this ratio can be held to values of approx-

hately onefourth at the Reynolds numbers encountered in practical appli-

cations.

In addition to illustrating the conditions under tich the use of

bluntness till decrease the profile drag, equations (9) and (10) also

i~ustrate the conditions under which the improper use of bluntness may

lead to an increase in drag. For example, with Pb/I&= 1/2, a wedge

airfoil of l~percent-thicbess ratio at a Mach nuniberof 1.5 will have

approximately 13-percent higher drag than a doubl-wed.ge airfoil of the

same thickness ratio. In general, airfoils with ezcessive thiclmess at

the trailJng edge will have considerably higher drag at lm supersonic

Mach numbers than airfoils tith sharp trailhg edges.

Lift and Pitching Moment

Apart from the effect of trai~dge bluntness on profile drag,

the accompa@ng effect on the lift characteristics’at supersonic vel-

ocities can also be of practical importance. The conventional considem-

tions of tw~nsional perturbatia theory ap@.ied to shs.r@railim&

edge profiles show that the ld.fticurveslope is independent of the a-

foil shape even if second-order terms are considered. This statement,

howeyer, must be modified in order to apply to blunt-trailing-edge

airfoils. Although the foregoing smlysis of drag characteristicswas

restricted.to symmetrical profiles of straigh%line segments, the sub-

sequent analysis of lift and pitching+ncnnent characteristics is not

restricted to any particular airfoil contour.

To the second order in angular deflections the pressure coefficient,

according to the Busemann second+rder airfoil theory, is

I? = Cle + Czez (u)

where 13 and C= are as previously defined and
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C2 = (7+l)M&4 -.4(M&2–1)

2(&=-1) 2

IL

(12)

The coordimtes used in the calculations are shown h figure 5. bte

grating the pressure coefficient over the airfoil.contour yields the lJft

coefficient

(13)

In this equation the smalJ negative contribution of the base pressure to

the lifting farces has been neglected, shoe it amounts to less than

about 1 percent for .t/c--.O5 and less than about 2 percent for t/c=O.10.

The variable x is measured algng the chord Mne which is arbitrarily

defined as passing through the leading edge and bisecting the base at

the trailing edge. On the upper surface the local angle of ino13nation

is 6u=(dy/dx)u_, and on the lower mn’face it is 19z=-(dy/dx)~+a.

Substituting equation (12) into (13) and carrying out the detailed

integration fields

Since the last term in this equation is independent of angle of attack,

2=2C++R) (16)

. The effect of trailing+dge bluntness for any airfoil contour, therefore,

is s ly to increase the section lift-curve slope by the factor

?1+(C2 Cl)(h/c). This expression was, in fact, given many years ago by
. Busemamn (referenoe 1) for the case of a wedge atifoil. !l?heabove

analysis simply brings to light a fact which is @licit in Busemannts

equations, though not explicitly stated; namely, equation (16) expressing

. —.—-—- — .-— —-— .-—— .— —.
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tieticrease in lift

shape forward of the

due to bluntness

trailing edge.

WA ~ 35o3

does not depend on the airfoil
.

‘lhistirease in lift may be quite a~reciable, particularly at

rehtivdy high wch numbers, as is indicated %Y the curves h figure 6.
In this figure the increment (C2/Cl) (h/c) is plotted as a ftmction of

Mach nuniberfor tuo cases: h/c=O.Os and h/c=O.10, which represent,

for exsmple, fully blunt (h/t=l) airfoils of > ~ lo-percent thickness

ratios, respectively. From the curves ti figure 6, ‘it can be seen that

at a llachnumber of 5, for exmqlez the theoretical increase in U-f%

curve slope amounts to as much as 30 percent for a fully blunt atcfoil

of lo-percentithicknessratio. Hence, at these relatively high Mach
nunbers the effect of trailing-edge bf..tness on Mf&curve slope can be

of considerable practical importance.

As far as the section pitchin&mmn t mnve is concerned, an equallly

simple result is obtained using the secon~der the’&ry. The pitching

moment about midchord is

f%= Jo = ‘%’2)(=)‘(a
The algebraic details of substituting equaticm (n) into (17) and

integrating will be mitted, as they are the same as encountered in

calcu3atimg the lift coeffiofent. The resulting expression, which

applies to an arbitrary airfoil shape, is

(18)

where A is the cross-sectional =ea of the blunt-trai=dge airfoil.

Thus, the derivative d~ti is simply proportional to the clifference

between the cross-sectional area of the blunt-trailing-edge airfoil and

the area of a s@le wedge having the same trailing-edge thiclmess.

Since most airfoils have a greater area tk a smle wedge of the same

base height, it f~llows from equation (18) that the effect of bluntness

is to move the center of

the special case of zero

slope is proportional to

out in reference 7.

pressure closer to the midchord positi~. In

thickness at the trailing edge the momenkxrve ~

the airfoil cross-section area, as was pointed

Max- Lift-Drag Ratio

.

The preceding emalysis has shown that the ~ drag coefficient -

can be reduced by properly using bluntness at the trailing edge, and

that by so doing the lift-cmve slope always is s~ghtly increased.

Consequently, the accompanying chsnge in maximum lifklrag ratio would

— ——. —. — . —
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also be expected to be of @ortsace. Since the lift-curve slope of
sharp- and blunt-trai~d.ge airfoils differs only when aecon&order

terms are considered, the analysis which follows must consider terms of

equal order throughout. ~ Profi~s s-tric about the chord line
will be considered here, as the algebra would otherwise become unduly

inyolved without significantly affecting the final result.

The section drag coefficient to second order in angular deflection

terms is

f

1
cd = (PZeZ+P@u) d

()
~ + cdb + Cdf

o

(19)

Substituthg equation (Xl.)and noting that for symmetrical airfoils

(~)u’-(z)z=~ ~

For simplicity, the base drag coefficient will be taken as being approxi-

mately independent of a, then

“= 2C’”++-)’Ch

Since

c’‘2c1a(l+a
the dr~-lift ratio is apprcdmately

The minimum of this function occurs when

(20)

(21)

.
—-— .—— ——— -.—— —
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“==?%) (22)

and the maximum ~ag ratio for small values of h/c is, accordingly,

(23)

If the changes tinrhdmum drag are small, this leads to the following

approxhate result: The percentage impromment in maxhum lift-drag

ratio is equal to on~half the percentage improvement h minimum drag plus

one-fourth the percentage improvement in Mf*urve slope. Consequently,

it is possible for a llunt-traildn&Age airfoil to have a higher ~

drag coefficient, yet still have a higher maximum lift+irag ratio than a

corresponding sharp-trailing-edgeairfoil-. For such a case to occur, it

is necessary that the percentage ticrease in lift-curve slope exceed “

twice the percentage increase in minimum drag.

Parameters

The preceding

aamensional flow.

Affecting the Theoretical Characteristics ~f

Blunl#Crailing-l?dgeAirfoils

theoretical calculations apply strictly onlyfbr two- o

On the basis of existing howl-edge it would be expected

that the calctitions of lift-curve slope %uld retiesent actual mn-&–

tions reasonably well as long as three-dimensional effects, such as tip

effects, are not lmge. ~ general, variations in airfoil-thiclmess

ratio, type of boundary-la~r flow, or shape of the airfoil contour

forward of the base should not have an appreciable effect on the lift

characteristics b tin-dimensional flow. Such variations, however, may

have a pronounced effect on the drag. The calculations made earlier,

which illustrated lower drag for blun+traillmg-edge sections, were con-
cerned only with specific flow cpndi.tions;namely, airfOil contours of

straight sides, thickness ratio of 10 percent, and laminsr flow in the

boundary kyer. Since the analysis has shown that sizable drag reduc-

tions may result under these specific conditions, the question immediately

arises as to what may be ~pected when other conditions exist.

One parameter that is expected to have a significant effect on the

drag of blunt-trai13ng+d.ge airfoils is the condition of the boundary

layer just forward of the base. A chsage from laminar to turbulent
.

boundary-layer flow is known to have a large effect on the base hag of

bodies of revolution. In fact, negative base drag coefficients have

actually been measured (reference 8) on certain highly boattailed bodies
.

having a turbulent boundary layer approaching the base. !I!hisphen~m

,.
‘.

_—. —_
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is accompanied by marked changes in the

axially symmetric flow. (See reference
which normally stands downstream of the

u

schlieren photographs of the

8.) The trailing shock wave,

boattailed base for laminar flow,
moves upstresm as transition is effected and attaches to the rim of the “

base, thereby reducing the base drag. The condition of the boundary-
layer flow, therefore, should definitely be viewed as an important

variable.

Another parameter that is expected to be important is the airfoil

thickness ratio. -If the tblclmess ratio is decreased, equations (9) and “

(10) indicate that the percentage drag reduction will also decrease sub-

stantially. This is easily explained unphysical groundE since the drag

reduction ulthately is obtained by a decrease in wave drag. The

pressure drag, of course, progressively becomes a smaller fraction of

the profile drag as the thickness ratio approaches zero. For very thin

profiles, however, the boundary layer becomes thick compsred to the

trai~dge height, and this should tend to reduce the base drag. The

extent to which the profile drag can be reduced for airfoil ratio~ of,

say, >percen-thickness ratio win have to be determined by future

experiments.

Since the ambient air can flow laterally around the wing tip and

into the dea&air region behind the base, there probably is a tip-

relievbg effect of a f~te span. This inflow wwldbe expected to

reduce the base drag, partic@ly at high supersaaic Mach numbers, and

hence it would appear that a finite aspect ratio wouldbe more favorable

for blunt-trai-dge wings than an infinite aspect ratio. Again, .

~eriments =e needed to establish the impmtance of this variable.

Some of the foregoing is, of course, conjectural in nature. The

discussion of the various parameters that may affect the drag of blunt-

trailing~dge -s has been given in order to emphasize the fact that

there is as yet no simple answer to the question of whether blunti

trai-dge airfoils can always be designed to have significantly

lower drag than corresponding sharp-trailing-edgeairfoils.

TEST METHODS

A description of the apparatus and the general procedure for testing”

~m~~ ~the~es l-by 3-foot supersmic windtunnelNo. lIUYt.e
found in reference 9. In order to simplify model construction as well

as test methods, constantichordwings of finite span were employed

throughout the experhental phase of the present investigation. Each

wing had an aspect ratio of 4 and was sting sqported from the rear ti

the manner shownby the photograph in figure 7. The profile shape was

the sole variable for the different wings tested. The dimensions of

the various airfoil contows are given in figure 8. Wings 1, 2, 3, and
k, which have essentially the same section modulus, were tested onlyat

zero singleof attack; whereas u5ngs 5, 6, and 7, which have the same

thiclmess ratio, were tested through the available ang=f-attack range.

.
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Drag and lift forces were measured by means of a stra~age balance

which was shrouded from the external flow. Since the pressure in the

balsace chsaiberwas greater than the free-stream static pressue, an

appropriate correctiozifor the “piston effect” has been applied to each

drag measurement. This correction is based on the measured value of the

pressure h the ba~ce chamber and normally amounted to about 10 percent

of the uncorrected force data. In reducing the profile drag data to

coefficient form, an eslxhnatedcorrection of 0.0025 has been applied in

each case to approximately account for the tare drag of the sting

support. Because of imperfect alinement of the wingE with the oncoming

flow, a small lift force was measured on the symmetrical profiles with

the whgs nominally at zero angle of attack. Consequently, a correction

based on the measured lift and linearized wing theory .hasbeen applied

to the drag measurements in order to account for the - amount of

drag due to lift. This latter correction usually amounted to 1 or 2

percent of the profile drag.

Since the Reynolds number of each wing is about lmillion at the

highest tunnel pressure, laminar flow would be expected over the entire

wing surface. This =pectation was verified by the liqui~film technique,

the details of which have been described in reference 10. Hence, in

order to stite the case of a turbulent boundary layer a~roacldng the

base, it was necesssry to add artificial roughness to the wing surfaces.

‘lhiswas done by apply@ a narrow band of salt crystals on both sides

of the wing at appraxhately the 2>percen&chord position. It iS hewn
that the addition of ~tificial roughness at supersonic speeds invariably

produces a certain increment of wave drag which must be accounted for if

the measured drag is to correspond apprmimately to conditions of natural

transition. This incrementalwave drag was esthted from the measured

increase in profile drag caused by the addition of roughness to the

doubl~wedge profile (wing 1). l!heaccompanying change in friction d.rsg

was approximately accounted for by assudng lo-speed s-friction

coefficients and the ~istence of turbulent flow over the rear half of

the chord. The wave drag due to roughness, as estimated in this manner,

has been subtracted from all data representing cases where artificial

roughness was used.

The data presented have not been corrected for nonuniformities in

the free stream. The small inaccuracies in the experimental technique,

together with the fact that in the present tests no corrections have

been applied for the stream nonuniformities, may introduce errors of the

order of +5 percent in’the absolute value of the lif&curve slopes and

drag coefficients. Such uncertainties, however, will not introduce any

significant error in the difference between the force coefficients of

two wings of identical plan form that have the ssme sting support, the

same artificial roughness, and are tested in same position along the

nozzle sxis.. In view of these common test conditions the measured

increments in lift and in minimum profile drag of the various wings are

believed to be practically Unaffectedly the possible experimental errors

discussed above.

.

.

-— —— -. ——.——
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lKPERIMEN!I!ALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Drag Measurements at Zero Lift

The results of drag measurements at zero lift for wings 1 and 2 at

a Mach mn?iberof 1.5 are shown in figure 9. These data were taken with

the wing surfaces smooth sad represent the case of laminar flow in the

boundary layer. In accordance with the theoretical expectations, the

measurements at this Mach number show that the blunt-trailing-edge air-

foil has a significantly lower drag than the dotil=wedge airfoil of the

same section modulus. The drag reduction varies from 15 to 23 percent

over the Reynolds number rsmge encountered in the tests. The results of

measurements on wings 1 and 2 at a Mach number of 2.0 are shown h

figure 10. Also shown in this figure are the results for wings 3 and 4,

which were obtained from wing 2 by modifying the base contour. At this

Mach numbezjwing 2 has from 17- to 2.5-percentlower drag than wing 1.

Wing 4has from2> to 31-percent lower drag thanwhg 1. The measured

reductions in minimum drag with laminar boundar~layer flow approaching

the base, therefore, are in satisfactory agreement with the theoretical

considerationsboth at a Mach number of 1.5 and 2.0.

Some indication of the effect of finite span is givenby the data

for wing 1. The sum of the theoretical wave drag of this wing as calck

hted by the shockapansion method, and the lamdnar skin-friction drag

as calculated from l-speed values, is shown by the dotted lines in

figures 9’and 10. These lines representing the theoretical values for

two-dimensionalflow are several percent higher than the corresponding

measured values for the doubl+wedge profile. The direction of this

discrepsmcy is the same as would occur if the flow separated from the

surface downstream of the maximum thiclmess location. Such separation,

which would tend to reduce the profile drag, was clearly shown to exist

near the wing tips by the liqui&film technique.

The expertiental values of mhimumprofile hag for wings 1 and 2

wtth artificial roughness added are shown in figure Il. These tits,

which have been corrected for the wave drag dws to roughness, are for a

Mach number of 2.0 and are representative of the case of turbulent flow

approaching the trailing edge. The data for M=l.5 are not presented as

they show essentially the same characteristics as the curves in figure 11.

It is apparent from this figure that the drag reductim of wing 2 as

compared to wing 1 is not as great as for the case of laminar flow

approaching the base. This result indicates that on wing 2, which does

not have appreciable boattailing, the base drag for turbulent boundary-

kyer flow is greater than for laminar boundary-layer flow.

As was discussed earlier, the experimental results for sxially

symmetric supersonic flow (reference 8) have shown that, tith turbulent

flow approaching the base, the base drag is greatly reducedby employing

a moderate amount of boattail~. In.view of this known result for

bodies of revolution, the angle of boattailing at the base of wing 2 was

.-—___ ._ ___ -_
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progressively increased to form wings 3 and 4. The measured values of

minimm drag for the retised base shapes at a Mach numiberof 2.,0are

dSO shown in figure ~. The observed’reduction in profile drag as com-

pared to wing 2 clearly tidicates the hportance of pro~erly designing

the airfoil contour near the trailing edge.~ ,

.

Measurements at Angle of Attack

Airfoil sections composed of circular-arc segments, as illustrated

fi figure 8 by wings 5, 6, and 7, were used for me=urfig the character-

istics of the blunt-trailing-edge airfoils at angle of attack. The ratio

of trailing-edge thictiess to maximum tfickness for these three wings is

O, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively. ‘Zhemeasured lift curves and the drag

polars at a I&ch nuniberof 1.5 with smooth wing surfaces are shown h

figures 12 and 13.2 The corresponding characteristics at M=2.O are not

shown as they are similar to the results for M=l.5. It mS.Ybe noted
from figure X2 that wing 7, with the fully blunt trailing edge, has approx- -

imatel.ya 17-percent greater lift-curve slope than wing 5. The theoreti-

cal increase, accofing to figure 6, is u percent. The difference between

the theoretical and the measured ticrease in lift-curve slope is attribu-

ted to the difference in viscous effects between blunt- and sharp-trailing-

edge airfoils. It is lmawn from the expertiental results of Ferri (ref-

erence 11) that, even at smsll angles of attack, the actual lift-curve

slope of a sharp-trailing-edgeairfoil is less than theory indicates

because of flow separation ahead of the trailing edge. At low angles of

attack the flow over an airfoil with max- thickness at the trailing

edge would not separate at any point on the airfoil surface. Thus it

wotid be expected that the lift-curve slope of blunt-trailing-edge airfoils

would approach the theoretical velues more closely than sharp-trailing-

edge airfoils. Hence it also wouldbe e~ected t~t the measured increase

in lift-curve slope due to bluntness would be greater than the theoretical

increase calculated from second-order effects in an inviscid flow.

The effect of bluntness at the trailing edge on the drag polars is

illustratedby the curves in figure 13. As in figure 12, the various

curves in this figure are for airfoils with a conmmn thickness ratio of

10 percent, and for smooth wing surfaces. The principal experimental

results’for vings.6 and 7, in comparison to wing 5, are summarized in the

following table:

%!he lift curves in figure 12 do not pass through the origin of coor-

dinates because the measured data are not corrected for the small stream

angle existing in the test section. Although the observed angles for

zero lift of the various wings should coincide, these curves show a slight
.

discrepancy because of smslllconstructional differences between the wings.

—— —
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wing

5
6
7

Bluntness

h/t

o
.5

1.0

Change in

.%

+4$

Increase in
lift-curve

slope

0“
+13$
+17$

L/D increase

according to

equation (23)s

Obse~ed

increase in

(L/D)w

o
+7$
+2$

+%

+3$

As is evident from these data, the theoretical expectations are again

substantiated by the experimental measurements. ~nparticul.ar, tiieexperi-

mental results tor wing 7 prove that even in those cases where a blunt-

trailing-edge wing may have higher profile drag than a conventional sec-

tion, it nevertheless is possible for it also to have a higher madmum

lift-drag ratio. This, of course, is attributed to the improvement in

lift-curve slope, and is evident graphicallyin figure 13 by the inter-

section of the two drag polars at a lift coefficient below that which

yields maximum lift-drag ratio.

General Discussion

The foregoing comparison of theory and e~eriment shows that the

theoretical predictions are qualitatively substantiatedby the wind-tunnel

measurements conducted on airfoils of a~roximately 10-percent thiclmess

.at Mach numbers of 1.5 sad 2.0. In accordance with the theoretical caJ.-

culations it is expected that the improvement in lift of blunt-trailing-

edge airfoils over conventional sections will progressively increase as

the Mach number is increased beyond about 2.0. Unfortunately, an analo-

gous statement about the reduction in drag cannot be m@e because of the

present limited lmowledge about base pressure in two-dimensional flow.

As regards thickness-ratio effects, however, simple physical considera-

tions make it apparent that the improvement in lift and tiag must approach

-zero.as-the.airfoil.thickness ratio approaches zero.

The failing of theoretical calculations which tndicates that the

biconvex and the double-wedge profiles are optimum for specific conditioris

is, of course, attributed to the assumption of a sharp trailing edge which

has been made in previous analyses. The inadequacy of such analyses

becomes even more apparent when it is recalled that in the present experi-

ments no attempt has been made either to develop the optimum airfoil shape

forward of the base or to use the optimum amount of bluntness at the trail-

ing edge. It is apparent from the present results that extensive experi-

mental work is needed before opthmzm airfoil shapes can be specified which

%e obsened change in minimum drag has been used in the evaluation

of the increase in L/D from equation (23).

—..
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are satisfactory for engineering purposes. As an exsmple of this, the

results show that at m&lerate supersonic Mach numbers the optimum airfoil

for a given section modulus is not appraxhately a biconvex section. This

is illustrated by the blunt-trailing-edge profile of whg 6 which has

about 15 percent ~eater section modulus than the biconvex profile of

wing 5, yet has less drag. (See fig. 13.) As another example, it also

may be deduced from the experimental results that the double-wedge sec-

tion is not close to the optimum for a given airfoil thickness ratio even

at moderate supersonic Mach numbers. In particular, a double-wedge pro-

file of the same thiclmess ratio as wing 4 (9.1 percent) would have about

18 percent less drag than wing 1, since the latter wing has a double-wedge

profile of 10-percent thictiess ratio. At some Reynolds numbers, however,

wing 4 has as much as 30 percent less drag than wing 1 (fig. 10), which

would mean about 12 percent less drag than a double-wedge profile of equal

thickness ratio.

From the viewpoint of i.?mnediatepractical application, an impo~ant

engineering problem is that of determining how to avoid large drag

increases when considerable bluntness is used on relatively thin airfoils

in the law supersonic Mach number range.

.

As was noted earlier, elementary

considerations show that it will be difficult to achieve large drag reduc-

tions for very thin airfoils since the pressure drag is not a large por-

tion of the profile drag. It is the thin sections, however, which are

particularly criticsl as regards structural difficulties. For example,

the depth of the tirfoil at the hinge line of a flap is am important struc-

tural consideration. In this regard a significant improvement obviously

can be obtained even with only a moderately blunt trailing edge. Hence,

rather than to concentrate solely on determining optimum airfoil contours

for minimum profile drag, it appears to be of equal practical importance

to determine how to prevent an appreciable drag increase when employing

considerable bluntness on relatively thin airfoil sections.

The fact that airfoils with blunt trailing edges have higher subsonic

drag than conventional sections is a consideration that shouldbe remem- ,

bered in viewing the possibilities of applying,blunt trailing edges to

highly swept-back wings. The flow over the outboati regions of a highly

swept wing is essentially of the subsonic type, even though the free-

stream Jkch number is-supersonic. In such a case, a blunt-trailing-edge

airfoil might increase the profile drag of the outer regions.

In discussing the possibilities of blunt-trailing-edge airfoils as a

practical ~@ng section, incidental advantages can be listed which msy be

of significtice in some desi~s. For example, the improved structural

characteristics near the trailing edge might aJJow a Fowler-type flap to

be used in cases where it could not be used if a conventional airfoil

section were employed. !Checontrol characteristics at high speeds can

also be cited as a possible advantage.

.

Recent experimental investigations

on a swept-back wing have indicated that the control effectiveness in the

transonic range may be improved considerably by employing a blunt-tralling-

edge aileron. (See, e.g., refer&ce 12.)
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The various miscellaneous @vantages

the general structural advantages and the

namic characteristics,leave little doubt

21

mentioned, taken together with

improvement in certain aerciiy-

as to the practical usefulness

of blunt-trafling-edge airfoils. Like many other examples of departure

from conventional desi~, however, care mustbe exercised in designing

airfoils with thick trailing edges. In this reganl it is to be remembemd

that the highest Reynolds ntier in the present investigation is 1.2 mi.l.-

lion, and that

be drmm about

additional experiments are needed before conclusions can

conditions at much higher Reynolds numbers.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been obtained from a prelhinary

theoretical study and from an e~ertiental investigation conducted with

airfoils of approximately 10-percent-thiclmess ratio at Reynolds numbers

between 0.2 and 1.2 million, and at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 2.0:

1. At supersonic velocities a properly designed airfoil.having a

blunt trailing edge produces a lower drag and a greater ltit-curve slope

than a conventional sharp-tmiling-edge airfoil.

2. Further theoretical and experimental

edge airfoils is needed before it is possible

that is nearly optimum for a given structural

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory

Stlidyof blunt-trailing.

to specify the airfoil shape

requirement.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Aug. I_l,1949
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